F3-5: TALL NARROW CORDONED PEDESTALLED BEAKERS

Two local versions here, both variations on F3-4.

1. Prittlewell, Roots Hall [218].
2. ?Orsett, Martin Coll. [942].
3. Welwyn Garden City main grave, 21, 22.

Notes

The Martin Collection pot is Roman in fabric but native in inspiration, and its close resemblance to the Prittlewell pot is the main reason for thinking the Collection to be of local origin. There are several romanised vessels from the Roots Hall cemetery, so the two are not likely to be far apart in date. The Prae Wood pot, similar, is at least of 1st century AD date rather than BC, and with orange surfaces; the Welwyn pair are 1st century BC and unique so far.
F3-5: tall narrow cordoned pedestal beakers.